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RESUMEN

El siguiente trabajo hace referencia a la manera como los profesores pueden enfocar la

enseñanza de un idioma extranjero dentro del aula de clases de forma tal que los

estudiantes puedan comunicarse de una manera consciente, teniendo en cuenta sus

experiencias reales. Esta compilación analiza los métodos comunicativos en la

enseñanza de idiomas extranjeros así como también premisas importantes, que siendo

bien aplicadas, tienen un efecto excepcional en los estudiantes. Este material cubre

también puntos de vista relevantes sobre el desarrollo de la expresión oral. Además, está

dirigido a profesores de cualquier nivel que deseen dar a sus estudiantes oportunidades

pare que estos se involucren en la comunicación oral en un contexto real. Esta colección

de estudios previos fue seleccionada cuidadosamente con el propósito de que los

profesores tengan una guía a su alcance cuando ellos necesiten diseñar planes de clase

basados en los métodos comunicativos.



ABSTRACT

The following work refers to the way teachers can focus the teaching of the foreign

language in the classroom in such a way that students can communicate in a conscious

way, taking into account their real experiences. This compilation takes a look at the

communicative methods to the teaching of foreign languages as weíl as important

premises which., if applied correctly, nave an enormous effect on students. This material

also covers signifícant insights into speaking development. Moreover, it is intended for

teachers of any level who want to provide opportunities in the classroom for their

students to engage in real-Hfe communication in the target language. This collection of

pioneering studies was carefully selected in order that teachers nave a handbook at reach

when they need to design communicative - oriented lessons.
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INTRODUCTION

Teaching English is, for many teachers, a matter of completing the sylfóCíus

of an Engüsh textbook on time. For others, the art of teaching consists of

preparing lesson plans parallel to textbooks.

The purpose of this worfc is to provide a set of insights that can be used as a

guide so that teachers can créate more real Itfe - centered lesson plans,

making the most of the communicative methods and English Functions.

This compilation also supports the fact that teaching a foretgn language,

speciflcally speaking, requires certain elements that make the leaming

process more beneficia!. The more realistic the setting of speaking exercises

is the more motivating and efficient the acquisition of speaking competence

is. This work is synthesized in the following orden

The First Chapter makes reference to the Communicative Methods; The

Communicative Language Teaching and Task-Based Leaming. It also points

out the roles that teachers and students play when applying these

communicative methods.

The Second Chapter focuses on Notional-Functional Syllabus design, the

use of functions and exponents as well as appropriacy.

The Third Chapter analyses some premises on teaching speaking. It also

provides strategies for developing speaking skills.



CHAPTER 1

1. COMMUNICAT1VE METHODS AND FUNCTTONS IN

SPEAKING DEVELOPMENT.

1.1 COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE TEACHING

Its origins are many, stnce one teaching methodoJogy tends to influeoce the

next. The communicatíve approach coukj be said to be the product of

educators and llnguists who had grown díssatísned wrth the audiolingual and

grammar-translation methods of foreign language instruction.

They felt that students were not teaming enough realistic, whole language.

They did not know how to communicate usíng appropriate social language,

gestures, or expresskxis; in brief, they were at a loss to communicate in the

culture of the language studied. Interest ín and development of

communicative - styte teaching grew qutckly ín the 1970s; authentic language

u se and ctassroom exchanges where students engaged in real

communication wrth one another became quite popular.

In the intervening years, the communicative approach has been adapted to

the elementary, middle, secondary, and post-secondary levéis, and the

essential philosophy has produce different teaching methods known under a

variety of ñames, mduding notionat-functional, teaching for proficiency,

proficiency-based instruction, and communicative language teaching.

Communicative ianguage teaching makes use of reaMífe situations that

necessitate communication. The teacher sets up a situation that students are



likely to encounter in real life. Unlike the audio-4ingual method of language

teaching, which relies on repetítion and drills, the communicative approach

can leave students ín suspense as to the outcome of a dass exerctse, which

will vary according to theír reactions and responsos. The reaHife simulations

change from day to day. Students' motivation to team comes from their

desire to communicate ín meaníngful ways about meaníngful top*cs

Margie S. Bems, an expert in the fíekl of communicatíve language teaching,

writes in explaining Firth's view that 'language ís rnteractron; rt is

interpersonal actívrty and has a cfear retatíonship wJth society. In this

light, language stwfy has to too* at the use (function) of language in

coníext, both its Knguistíc confext (what is uttered before and after a

given piece of dtscourse) and rts social, or situational, context (wtto is

speakíng, what their social roles are, why they nave come together to

speafc>-(Bems, 1984 p. 5)

1.1.1 The Rotes of the Teacher and Student in the Communicative

Language Teaching

(Larsen-Freeman, 1986) "Teachers in communicatíve classrooms will

find themsetves talking less and listening more - becoming active

facilhators of their students' teaming". The teacher sets up the exercise,

but because the students' pertbnnance is the goal, the teacher must step

back and observe, sometimes acttng as referee or monitor A classroom

during a communicatíve activrty is far from quiet, however. The students do

most of the speakíng, and frequentiy the scene of a classroom during a



communicative exercíse is active, wfth students teaving their seats to

complete a task.

Because of the increased responsibtiity to particípate, students may find they

gain confidence in usíng the tanget language in general. (Larsen-Freeman,

1986) "Students are more responstbte managers af íheír own teaming."

1.1.2 Appiying Communicative Teaching MoÜiod ín English-Teaching

Classroom

Communicative language teachtng is generatty accepted in the fieid of

second language teaching. There are some practica! requrements and

methods in the apptication of this model.

1.1.3 Communicative Approach Activities

Littlewood, (1981), divided the communicative approach into pre-

communicative and communicative activities. Here is a visual of hís way of

teaching.

Pre-Communicative Activities =

Communicative Activít íes

Structural Activities

Functional cornmunication activities

Social ínteraction activities

The pre-communicatrve activities are preparatory steps towards

communicative activities. The teachers shoutd analyze atl the communicative

abilities and then tet the students practica them one by one. The aim is for



learners to practice using language they will need when actually

communicating.

There are two types of pre-communicative activities. The first type mainly

concems about structural activrties. These are much tike the grammar

exercises in which the teacher teaches the students how to use grammatical

rules in their Communications. Por example, the teacher may teach the

students how to use intensífiers by making sentences like the foflowing: 1 was

very late fbr the film But I wasnt too late fbr the film These two sentences

show the differences of "very" and "too". We can also use audio-visual ways

of teaching, asking students to do substitution exercises, repetition exercises,

etc. The second type is quasj-communication activitíes which are intended to

help leamers relate the stmctures they are studying to the use of the

language. Some quasi-communicative activities ínciude: (1) Situational

dialogues; (2) Open-ended dialogues; (3) Timetable, map, food list, shopping

list, etc. There are two types of communtcative activities:

1.1.3.1 Functional Communicative Activitíes:

I n el u de such tasks as leamers comparing sets of ptctures and noting

similarities and dissirmlarities; working out a likely sequence of events in a

set of pictures; discoveñng missing features in a map or ptcture, one leamer

communicating behind a screen to another leamer and giving instructions on

how to draw a ptcture or shape, or how to complete a map by foliowing

directions. Social interaction activities indude conversation and discussion

sessions, dialogues and rote-play, simuiations, skits, ímpravtsations and

debates. The purpose of these kinds of activities is to let the leamers use the



language they have leamt to put across their ideas ín oral presentations.

Leamers have to solve problems, seek infonrnation and make decisions

about what is proper to say or to do.

1.1.3.2 Social Interaction Activities:

The maín purpose of mis activrty is to give the teamers an opportunity to use

the language in an appropnate social context, to créate a varíety of social

situations and reiationships, such as having pair work, group work, having

conversations, simulatkms and role-playing and so on and so forth,

1.1.4 Authentic Materials Are Useful to Teach Students to

Communicate in Engtish

The intention of authentic materials is to fufftll some social purpose in the

language communrty As a teacher, we quite often find ourselves so dosely

bound by the textbook that we ignore how useful other material can be. It is

necessary to point out that students need exposure to tots and lots of

authentic materials. Real communicatíon in English takes place around very

real materials.

Using authentic material in the dassroom, even when not done in an

authentic situation, provided it is appropriatety explofted, is significant for

many reasons, among which are:

Students are exposed to real discourse, as in videos of interviews with

famous people where intermedíate students listen for gis!



Authentic materiais keep students informed about what ís happening ín the

wortd, so they have an intrínsic educational valué. As teachers, we are

educators working within the school system, so education and general

development are part of our responsibilities (Sanderson, 1999).

Language changas are reflected ín the materíats so that students and

teachers can keep pace wfth such changes.

Reading texts are ideal to teach/practice mini-skills such as scanning,

skimming. For example, students are given a news artide and asked to took

for specific Information. The teacher can have students practica some of the

micro-skills mentioned by Richards (1983), e.g. students listen to news

reports and they are asked to identify the ñames of countries, famous people,

etc. (abiiíty to detect key words).

It is highly motivating tf students are given the chance to choose the topics

and kinds of authentic materiais in which they are interested.

As can be seen, using authenttc materiais is a relatívely easy and convenient

way of improving not only the students' general skills, but also their

confidence in a real sttuation Teachers can easily find their authentic

materiais from newspapers, TV programs, menus, magazines, Internet,

movies, songs, brochures, comics, literatura (novéis, poems and short

stories), and so forth. The recornmendatkxi is that teachers need to choose

some material, the vocabulary of which mtght be retevant to the students'

English level. (Krashen and Terrel, 1983: 31) "An acqulrer can move from

a stage I (where I is tfre acqui/er's leve/ oí competence) to a stage



l+1(where h-1 is the stage immetKateíy fottowíng I atong some natural

order) by understandíng language contamino, therefore, the materíals

chosen should be a littie bit chattenging compared with the students'

Engtísh leve/**. The authentic materíals will motívate teamers. It is a

constructivo way in applying CLT in classrooms

1.1.5 Group Work

1.1.5.1 The advantages of group actívíty in communicatíve teaching

classes

Interdependence of the members in the group: Group members wilt need to

rely on one another to finish the assignments on time.

Individual responsibilrty; Members of the group will have their own

responsibility for doing their share of the work.

Appropriate use of interpersonal skills: Students will gain skills in leadership,

decisioTvmakíng, communication, and conflíct management, all abilities that

will be crucial for them to master when they go out into the "real worid."

1.1.5.2 Requírements for group work

Créate group tasks that require Interdependence. The students in a group

must perceive that they are in the same boat that each member is

responsible to and dependent on all the others and that one cannot succeed

unless all members in the group succeed. Knowring that peen» are retying

on them is a powerful tnotívator for group work (Kohn, 1986). Strategies

for promoting Interdependence indude spectfyíng common rewards for the



group, encouraging students to divide up the labor, and formulating tasks that

compel students to reach a consensus. (Johnson and Smith, 1991}

Make the group work relevant. Students must perceive the group tasks as

integra! to the cxxirse objectives, not just busy work. Some teachers believe

that group work is most successful if it involved the work with making

judgment on the part of the students. For example, in an engineeríng class,

the teacher gives groups a probtem to solve; Determine whether the city

should purchase twenty-five or fifty buses. Each group prepares a report, and

a representative from each group is randomly selected to present the group's

solution to the class The approaches used by the varíous groups are

compared and discussed by the entire dass. Then the whole class comes to

a decisión.

Créate assígnments that fit the students' skiHs and abüities. Earty in the term,

assign relativety easy tasks. As students become more knowledgeable,

increase the difflculty tevel For example, a teacher teaching research

methods begins by having students simpty recognize various research

designs and sampling procedures. Later, team members genérate their own

research designs. Al the end of the term, each team prepares a proposal for

a research project and submits it to another team for evaluation. (Cooper and

Associates, 1990)

Assign tasks that give every member of the group a share of the work. Try to

structure the tasks so that each group member can make an equal

contribution. For example, one teacher asks groups to write a report on

altemative energy sources, Each member of the group is responsible for
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research on one source, and then al) the members work together to

incorpórate the individual contributions into the final report Another teacher

asks groups to prepare a "medieval newspaper." Students research aspects

of Irfe in the MkkJIe Ages, and each student contributes one major artide for

the newspaper, which includes news stories, feature stories, and editorials.

Students conduct their research independentíy and use group meetíngs

to share mformation, edit arricies, proofreadr and destgn the pages.

(Smith, 1986; Tiberius, 1990)

Teachers should also set defínite rules for each group wrth each member of

the group has his certain responsibility. Teachers should fíll in the progress

form regulariy and also make assessment duríng the process. Thus the

students will nave a sense of achievement

As a teaching approach, communicative language teaching is gaining more

and more importance in the ESL ctassrooms. As it is the case, many things

are connected wrth each other, so the successful use of communicative

teaching approach depends on the confidence and motivation of the

students, depends on the teaching atmosphere of the classrooms, depends

on the authenticity of the matenals and even the cultural or educational

background of the student

Therefore, as an extensión of the notional-fünctional syllabus, CLT places

great emphasis on helping students use the target language in a variety of

contexts and places great emphasis on leamtng language functions Unlike

the ALM, rts prímary focus is on hetping leamers créate meaning rather than
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helpirtg them develop perféctíy grammatical structures or acquire natíve-fike

pronunciation. This means that successfully leaming a foreign language is

assessed in terms of how well teamers have devetoped their communicative

competence, which can (oosely be defined as their abiUty to appty knowledge

of both formal and sociolingutsbc aspects of a language with adequate

proficiency to communicate.

CLT is usually characterízed as a broad approach to teaching, rather than as

a teaching method wrth a dearty defined set of dassroom practices. As such,

it is most often defined as a list of general principies or features. One of the

most recognized of these lists is David Muñan's (1991) five features of CLT:

1. An emphasis on leaming to communicate through interaction in the target

language

2. The introductton of authenbc texts into the leaming srtuatton

3. The provisión of opportunities for leamers to focus, not only on language

but also on the Leaming Management process

4. An enhancement of the teamer's own personal expenences as important

contributing elements to dassroom leaming.

5. An attempt to link dassroom language leaming with language activities

outside the dassroom.

These five features are claimed by practiüoners of CLT to show that they are

very interested in the needs and desires of their leamers as well as the

connectton between the language as it is taught in their dass and as it used
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outside the classroom. Under this broad umbrella deflnition, any teaching

practice that helps students develop their communicative competence in an

authentic context is deemed an acceptable and beneficia! fonm of instruction.

Thus, in the dassroom CLT often takes the fbrm of paír and group work

requiring negotiation and cooperation between leamers, fluency-based

activrties that encourage teamere to develop theír conñdence, role-plays in

which students practíce and develop language functions, as well as judícious

use of grammar and pronunaation focused activrties. Here are some

examples of classroom activities used in CLT.

Role play

Interviews

Information gap

Gamas

Language exchange

Surveys

Pairwork

Leaming by teaching

However, not all courses that utilize the communicative language approach

will restrict their actívities sotely to these. Some courses will have the

students take occasional grammar quizzes, or prepare at home using non-

communicative drills, for instance,

1.2 Task-Based Language Leaming

Task-based language leaming (TBLL), also known as task-based language

teaching (TBLT) or task-based instruction (TBI) focuses on the use of

authentic language and on asking students to do meantngful tasks using the

target language. Such tasks can include vístting a doctor, conducting an
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interview, or callíng customer servíce for help. Assessment is primarily based

on task outcome (in other words the appropnate completion of tasks) rather

than on accuracy of language forms. This makes TBLL especially popular for

developing target language flueocy and student confidence.

TBLL was popularizad by N. Prabhu whíle working in Bangalore, India.

Prabhu noticed that his students could learn language just as easity with a

non-linguistic problem as when they were concentrating on linguistic

questions.

According to Jane Willis, TBLL consists of the pre-task, the task cycle, and

the language focus.

s In practice

The core of the lesson ís, as the ñame suggests, the task. All parís of the

language used are deemphasized duríng the activity rtself, in order to get

students to focus on the task. Although there may be several effective

frameworks for creating a task-based teaming lesson, here is a rather

comprehensive one suggested by Jane Willis.

s Pre-task

In the pre-task, the teacher will present what will be expected of the students

in the task phase. Additionally. the teacher may prime the students with key

vocabulary or grammatical constructs, although, in "puré" task-based

leaming lessons, these will be presented as suggestions and the students

would be encouraged to use what they are comfortaWe with in order to
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complete the task. The instructor may also present a model of the task by

either doíng it themselves or by presenting picture, audio, or video

demonstrating the task.

^ Task

Duríng the task phase, the students perform the task, typicaHy in small

groups, although thís is dependent on the type of activity. And unless the

teacher plays a particular role in the task, then the teacher's role ís typically

limited to one of an observer or counselor thus the reason for it being a more

student-centered methodology

•s Planning

Having compteted the task, the students prepare either a wrttten or oral

report to present to the class. The instructor takes questions and otherwise

simply monitors the students.

* Report

The students then present ibis information to the rest of the class. Here the

teacher may provide written or oral feedback, as appropríate, and the

students observmg may do the same.

*'' Ana ty sis

Here the focus retums to the teacher who reviews what happened in the

task, in regards to language. It may include language forms that the students
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were using, problems that students had, and perhaps forms that need to be

covered more or were not used enough.

S Practice

The practice stage may be used to cover material mentioned by the teacher

in the analysis stage. It is an opportunity for the teacher to emphasize key

language.

1.2.1 Task-based language teaming : Advarttages and Disadvantages

1.2.1.1 Advantages

Task-based leaming is advantageous to the student because it is more

student-centered, allows for more meaningful communication, and often

provides for practical extra-linguisbc skill building. Although the teacher may

preserrt language in tne pre-task, the students are ultimately free to use what

grammar constructs and vocabulary they want. This allows them to use all

the language they know and are leaming, rather than just tne 'target

language' of the lesson. Furthermore, as the tasks are likely to be familiar to

the students (eg: vistóng the doctor), students are more likely to be engaged,

which may further motívate them in their language leaming.

1.2.1.2 Disadvantages

There have been criticisms that task-based leaming is not appropriate as the

foundation of a class for beginning students. Others claim that students are

only exposed to certain forms of language, and are being neglected of
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others, such as discussíon or debate. Teachers may want to keep these in

mind when designing a task-based leaming lesson plan.
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CHAPTER 2

2. The Notional-Functional Syilabus

A notional-functional syllabus is more a way of organizing a language

leaming curriculum than a method or an approach to teaching. In a notional-

functional syltabus, instruction is organized not in terms of grammatical

structure as had often been done wrth the ALM, but in terms of "notions" and

"functions." In this model, a "notion" is a particufar context in which people

communicate, and a "lúnction" is a specífic purpose for a speaker in a given

context. As an example, the "notion" or context shopping requires numerous

language functions induding asking about pnces or features of a product and

bargaining. Similarty, the notion party would require numerous functions like

introductions and greetings and discussing interests and hobbies.

Proponents of the notional-functional syllabus claimed that it addressed the

deficiencies they tbund in the ALM by helping students devetop their ability to

effectively communicate in a variety of reaWife contexts.

2.1 How to Design a Functional-Notional Syllabus

A functional-notional syllabus is based on leaming to recognize and express

the communicative functions of language and the concepta and ideas it

expresses. In other words, this kind of syllabus ís based more on the

purposes for which language is used and on the meanings the speaker

wanted to express than on the forms used to express them.
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2.1.1 Benefrts

The benefits of a functionaf-notionat syllabus are as follows;

s The teamers team how to use language to express authentic

communicative purposes.

s Leamers may be motivated by the opportunity to use language to express

their own purposes, ideas and emotions

2.1.2 Waming

Here are some potential disadvantages of the functional-notional syllabus:

s Functtons and notions are quite abstract and some leamers may have

difficulties thinking of communicative functions outside a specific context.

s Different kinds of staictures are often used to express the same

communicative function, so that it is difficult to foltow a progression from

simpler to more complex stnjctures.

2.1.3 Steps

Follow these steps to design a functionaí-notional syllabus:

1. Make a list of communication functions you want to include in your

syllabus.

2. Make a list of the semantic notions you want to include ín your syllabus.

Since notions deal wrth meaning, and not the specific way that meaning is

realized in a given language, it is possible to make a list of general notions
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that should hold for any language. Specific notíons, however, wiH differ from

language to language, because they are based on the cultural framework

and the kinds of distinctions people in each culture need to make.

3. Group the functions and notions together into sets of objectives that will

form the basis for your unrts.

2.2 Functions

A function is a reason why we communicate. Every time we speak or write,

we do so for a purpose or function. Here are some examples of functions.

• Apologizing • Clarifying

• Advising • Disagreeing

• Thanking • Expressing obligation

• Greeting • Inviting

• Agreeing • Refusing

• Intenupting • Expressing preference

Functions are a way of describing language use. We can also describe

language grammatically or lexically (through vocabulary).

When we describe language through functions we emphasize the use of

language and its meaning for the people who are in the context where it is

u sed.
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2.2.1 Why teach functions?

By introducing students to funcional language we can enable them to

perform tasks, rather than simply talk about the past, present or future. Even,

beginner levéis can team how to greet people, make an offer (Would it heip rf

I....?) or make a suggestion (Why don't we,...). The meaning of the funcional

language is olear from the context in which it is used, a context which is

familiar to all language students Presenting the language through a clear

situation makes the leaming experíence authenüc (real) and more

memorable for the students. It helps capture their ínteres!, which increases

motivation and, subsequentiy, aids leaming. Being able to ask for somethmg

in a shop, after just a short language session, can be a very rewardmg

experience for any student The idea of, say, visiting London becomes less

daunting if they nave their own interna) phrase book

Important points to rememberwhen teaching functional language are:

1. Remember that functional language does not appear ín isolation A

request, or invrtation, needs a repíy. So, to equip the students for the task,

these should be taught in appropríate pairs.

2. Intonation is very important in spoken English when presenting functional

language. The cadenee (ríse and fall) and emphasis is just as important

as the particular choice of words. For example, "Could I have your

attentionT spoken in dass, even though couched as a request, is a

demand. "Could I have...the spaghettiT spoken in a restaurant, would be

merely a polite request The first would have flat intonation and emphasis
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on 'attention'. The second wouíd have a rising trrtonation at the end on

'spaghetti'.

3. Remember the aspect of appropriacy. It is really important that the

students are aware of the dffferent srtuations which erther cali for formal

English or allow for a less formal option. In a restauran!, "Can I have the

beef?" is less polrte and less formal than "CoukJ I have the beef, olease?"

A final point, but no less important is the relationship between the language

function and the language structure. For example;

s One structure can have many dffferent language functions.

1. tf you say anything, I will tell your parents. (Function - Threat/Waming)

2. I'H do the hoovering, if you wíH do the washing up. (Function -

Negotiation)

3. I'H go to the shops for you. (Function - Offer)

s One functíon (for example, ghring advice) can be expressed using

several different language structures.

1. If I wereyou, l'd (2nd conditional)

2. Why don't you (Present tense - question - negative)

3. You should/ought (Modal/auxiliary verb)

Looking at the table an "exponent" is
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Context
Exponent (in speech

marks)
Function

A boy wants to go to the

cinema with his friend tonight.

The boy says to his

friend;

" Let's go to the cinema

tonight"

Sugqestino/Makíng a suaaestion

about going to the cinema.

A girl meets some peopte for

the first time. She wants to get

to know them.

The girl says to the

group:

"Helto. My ñame is

Emilia."

Infroducjng yourseJf

A customer doesn't understand

what a shop assistant has just

said.

The customer says to

the shop assistant:

"Sorry, What do you

mean?

Asking for darificatíon; asking

someone to exptain something.

The girl writes "Thank

you so much for my

lovely "

Thanking someone for a presentA girl writes a letter to a

re latí ve thanking her for a

birthday present

Table 1

2.2.2 Exponente

The (anguage we use to express a function is catled an exponen! The pieces

of direct speech in the middle column ín the table above are all examples of

exponents. In the third column, the functions are underiined. The words after

the function in the third column are not the function. They are the specific

topics that the functions refer to in these contexts.
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An exponent can express several dífferent functrons. It aíl depencfs on the

context rt is used in. For example, think of the exponent " l'm tired". This

could be an exponent of the function of describing feelings. But who is saying

it? Who is he saying rt to? Where is he saying H?. Wnat is the context which it

is being said? Imagine saying" l'm so tired in these two different contexts:

Context

A boy tatking to his mother while he does his

homework-.

A patient talking to the doctor

Function

Requesting to stop

homework.

doing

Describing feefings

Table 2

One exponent can express several different functions because its function

depends on the context. One function can also be expressed through

different exponents.

Here are five dífferent exponents of invrting someone to lunch. How are they

different from one another?

S Corning for lunch?

s Come for lunch with us?

•S Would you like to come for lunch with us?

•s Why don't you come for lunch with us?

We woukJ be very pleased if you could join us for lunch?
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These exponents express different levéis of formality, more or less ways of

saying things. Generally speaking, formal (senous and careful) exponents

are used in formal situations, informal (relaxed) exponents in informal

situations and neutral (between formal and informal) exponents in neutral

situations. It is important to use the level of formality that surts a situation.

This is called appropiacy. A teacher who greets his dass by saying Td like

to wish you all a very good moming" is probably using an exponent that is too

formal. A teacher who greets a dass by saying "Hi guys" might be using

language that is too informal. Both of these can be examples of inappropríate

use of language. It woukJ probably be appropnate for the teacher to say

"Good moming, everyone" or something similar.
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CHAPTER 3

3. TEACHING SPEAKING

The goal of teaching speaking skills ís communicative effíciency. Learners

should be abte to make themselves understood, using their current

proficiency to the fultesL They should try to avoid confusión in the message

due to faulty pronunciaron, grammar, or vocabulary, and to observe the

social and cultural rules that apply in each communication situatíon.

To help students develop communicative efficiency in speaking, instructors

can use a balanced activrties approach that combines language mput,

structured output, and communicative output

Language input comes in the fonn of teacher talk, listening activíties, reading

passages, and the language heard and nead outside of dass It gives

learners the material they need to begin producing language themselves.

Language input may be contení oriented or form oriented.

• Content-oriented input focuses on information, whether it is a simple

weather report or an extended fecture on an academic toptc. Content-

oríented input may also include descriptions of leaming strategies and

examples of their use.

* Form-oríented input focuses on ways of using the language: guidance

from the teacher or another source on vocabulary, pronunciation, and

grammar (linguisüc competence); appropriate things to say in specific

contexts (dtscourse competence); expectatkxis for rate of speech, pause
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length, tum-taking, and other social aspeóte of ianguage use

(sociolinguistic competence); and explicit instruction in phrases to use to

ask for clarification and repair miscommunication (strategtc competence).

In the presentation part of a lesson, an instructor combines content-oriented

and form-oriented input The amount of input that is actually provtded in the

target Ianguage depends on students' listeníng proficiency and also on the

situation. For students at tower levéis, or in situations where a quick

explanation on a grammar topic is needed, an explanation in English may be

more appropnate than one in the target Ianguage Structured output focuses

on correct fonn. In Structured output, students may have options for

responses, but all of the options require them to use the specific fonrt or

structure that the teacher has just introduced.

Structured output is designed to make leamers comfortable pnoducing

specific Ianguage ítems recentiy introduced, sometí mes in combination with

previously leamed Ítems. Instructora often use Structured output exercises as

a transition between the presentation stage and the practice stage of a

lesson plan. Textbook exercises also often make good Structured output

practico activities. In communicative output, the teamers1 main purpose is to

complete a task, such as obtainíng ínformation, developing a travel plan, or

creating a video. To complete the task, they may use the Ianguage that the

instructor has just presented, but they also may draw on any other

vocabulary, grammar, and communtcation strategies that they know. In

communicative output activities, the criterion of success is whether the
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leamer gets the message across. Accuracy is not a consideration unless the

lack of it interferes wrth the message.

In everyday communication, spoken exchanges take place because there is

some sort of Information gap between the participante. Communicative

output activities involve a similar real Information gap. In order to complete

the task, students must reduce or elimínate the information gap. in these

activities, language is a tool, not an end in itseff.

In a balanced activities approach, the teacher uses a varíety of activities from

these different categories of input and output. Leamers at all proficiency

levéis, induding beginners, benefit from this variety; it is more motivating,

and it is also more líkely to resutt in effectrve language teaming.

3.1 Strategies for Developing Speaking Skilte

Students often think that the ability to speak a language is the product of

language leaming, but speaking is also a crucial part of the language

learning process. Effective instructors teach students speaking strategies -

using minimal responsos, recognizing scrípts, and using tanguage to talk

about language - which they can use to help themselves expand their

knowledge of the language and their confidence in using it. These instructors

help students leam to speak so that the students can use speaking to leam.

3.1.1 Using minimal responsos

Language learners who lack confidence ín their ability to particípate

successfully in oral interaction often listen in silence while others do the
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taiking. One way to encourage such leamers to begin to particípate is to help

them build up a stock of mmimal responses that they can use in drfferent

types of exchanges. Such responses can be especially useful for beginners.

Mínima! responses are predictable, often idiomatic phrases that conversatíon

participants use to indícate understanding, agreement, doubt, and other

responses to what another speaker is saying. Having a stock of such

responses enables a leamer to focus on what the other parbcipant is saying,

without havíng to simuttaneously plan a response.

3.1.2 Recognizing Scripts

Some commurocation situations are associated with a predictable set of

spoken exchanges, a script Greetings, apologies, compliments, invitations,

and other functions that are influenced by social and cultural norms often

follow pattems or scripts. So do the transactional exchanges involved in

activities such as obtaining Information and making a purchase. In these

scripts, the relationship between a speaker's tum and the one that follows it

can often be anticipated.

Instructors can help students develop speaking ability by making them aware

of the scripts for different situations so that they can predict what they will

hear and what they wiil need to say in response. Through Interactive

activities, instructors can give students practtce in managing and varying the

language that different scripts contain.
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3.1.3 Using Language to Talk About Language

Language leamers are often too embarrassed or shy to say anythíng when

they do not understand another speaker or when they realize that a

conversaron partner has not understood them. Instaictors can help students

overeóme this reticence by assuring them that misunderstanding and the

need for darification can occur in any type of interaction, whatever the

participants* language skilt levéis. Instructors can also give students

strategies and phrases to use for darification and comprehension check.

By encouraging students to use darification phrases tn dass when

misunderstanding occurs and by responding positively when they do,

instructora can créate an authentic practico environment within the ciassroom

itself. As they develop control of various darification strategies, students will

gain confidence in their abtlity to manage the various communication

situations that they may encounter outside the dassroom.

3.2 Developing Speaking Activitíes

Traditional ciassroom speaking practico often takes the form of drills in which

one person asks a question and another gives an answer The question and

the answer are structured and predictable, and often there is only one

correct, predetermined answer The purpose of asking and answeríng the

question is to demónstrate the ability to ask and answer the question.

In contrast, the purpose of real communication is to accomplish a task, such

as conveying a telephone message, obtaining Information, or expressing an

opinión. In real communication, participants must manage uncertainty about
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what the other person will say. Authentrc communícatron ínvolves an

information gap; each participant has inforrnation that the other does not

have. In addition, to achieve their purpose, participants may have to clarify

their meaning or ask fbr confinmation of their own understanding.

To créate classroom speaking activities that will develop communicative

competence, instructors need to incorpórate a purpose and an information

gap and allow for múltiple forms of expression. However, quantity alone will

not necessarily produce competent speakers Instructors need to combine

structured output activities, which allow for error correction and increased

accuracy, wrth communicative output activities that grve students

opportunities to practice language use more freely.

3.2.1 Structured Output Actívitíes

Two common kinds of structured output activities are information gap and

jigsaw activities. In both these types of activities, students complete a task by

obtaining missing information, a íeature the activities have in common with

real communicatíon. However, information gap and jigsaw activities also set

up practice on specific ítems of language. In this respect they are more like

drills than like communication.

3.2.1.1 Information Gap Activities

• Filling the gaps in a schedule or timetable: Partner A holds an airtine

timetable with sorne of the arrival and departure times missing. Partner B

has the same timetable but wrth dífferent Wank spaces. The two partners

are not permitted to see each other's tímetabtes and must fill in the blanks
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by asking each other appropriate questions. The features of language that

are practiced would include questions begínníng with "when" or "at what

time." Answers would be limited mostiy to time expressions like "at 8:15"

or "at ten in the evening."

* Completing the picture: The two partners have similar pictures, each with

different missing details, and they cooperate to fínd all the missing details.

In another variation, no Ítems are missing, but similar Ítems differ in

appearance. For example, in one picture, a man walkíng along the street

may be wearing an overcoat, while in the other the man ís wearing a

jacket. The features of grammar and vocabulary that are practiced are

determinad by the content of the pictures and the ítems that are missing

or different Differences in the activities depicted tead to practice of

different verbs. Differences in number, size, and shape lead to adjective

practice. Drffering locations would probabty be descríbed with

preposítional phrases.

These activities may be set up so that the partners must practice more than

just grammatical and lexical features. For example, the tímetable activity

gains a social dimensión when one partner assumes the role of a student

trying to make an appointment with a partner who takes the role of a

professor. Each partner has pages from an appointment book in which

certain dates and times are already filled in and other times are still available

for an appointment. Of course, the open times don't match exactly, so there

must be some polrte negotiation to arrive at a mutually convenient time for a

meeting or a conference.
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3.2.1.2 Jigsaw Activffies

Jigsaw activrties are more elabórate Information gap activrtíes that can be

done with several partners. In a jjgsaw activity, each partner has one or a few

pieces of the "puzzle," and the partners must cooperate to fit all the pieces

into a whole picture The puzzle piece may take one of several forms. It may

be one panel from a comic stríp or one photo from a set that tells a story. It

may be one sentence from a wntten narrative. It may be a tape recording of a

conversation, in whtch case no two partners hear exactly the same

conversatíon.

* In one fairíy simple jigsaw activity, students work in groups of four. Each

student in the group receives one panel from a comic strip. Partners may

not show each other their panels. Together the four panels present this

narrative: a man takes a container of ice cream from the freezer; he

serves himself several scoops of ice cream; he sits in front of the TV

eating his ice cream; he retums with the empty bowl to the kitchen and

fmds that he left the container of ice cream, now melting, on the kitchen

counter. These pictures nave a clear narrative line and the partners are

not likely to disagree about the appropríate sequencing. You can make

the task more demanding, however, by using ptctures that lend

themselves to altemative sequences, so that the partners have to

negotiate among themselves to agree on a satisfactory sequence.

• More elabórate jigsaws may proceed in two stages. Students first work in

input groups (groups XV B, C, and D) to receive information. Each group

receives a different part of the total information for the task. Students then
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reorganize into groups of fóur wrth one student each from A, B, C, and D,

and use the Information they received to complete the task Such an

organization could be used, for exampie, when the input is given ¡n the

fonm of a tape recording. Groups A, B, C, and D each hear a dtfferent

recording of a short news bultetin. The four recordings all contain the

same general Information, but each has one or more details that the

others do not. In the second stage, students reconstruct the complete

story by comparíng the four versions.

With information gap and jigsaw activities, instructors need to be conscious

of the tanguage demands they place on their students. rf an activrty calis for

language your students have not already practicad, you can brainstorm with

them when setting up the activrty to preview the language they will need,

eliciting what they already know and supplementíng what they are able to

produce themselves.

Structured output activities can form an effective bridge between instructor

modeling and communicative output because they are partly authentic and

partly artificial. LJke authentic communication, they feature information gaps

that must be bndged for successful compJetion of the task. However, where

authentic communication allows speakers to use alt of the language they

know, structured output activities lead students to practice specifíc features of

language and to practice only in brief sentences, not ¡n extended discourse.

Also, structured output srtuations are contnved and more like games than

real communication, and the participants' social roles are irrelevant to the

performance of the activrty. This structure controls the number of variables
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that students must deal wrth when they are fírst exposed to new material. As

they become comfortable, they can move on to true communicatíve ouíput

activities.

3.2.2 Communicatíve Output Activities

Communicative output activities altow students to practico using al) of the

language they know in situations that resemble real settings. In these

activities, students must work together to develop a plan, resolve a problem,

or complete a task. The most common types of communicatíve output activity

are role plays and discussions.

3.2.2.1 Rote plays

In role plays, students are assigned rotes and put into situations that they

may eventually encounter outside the dassroom. Because role plays imítate

lite, the range of language functions that may be used expands considerably.

Also, the role relationships among the students as they play their parts cali

for them to practíce and develop their soaolinguistic competence. They have

to use language that is appropriate to the situatton and to the characters.

Students usually fínd role playing enjoyante, but students who lack self-

confidence or have lower proficiency levéis may find them intimidating at first.

To succeed with role plays:

* Prepare carefulty: Introduce the activity by descríbing the situation and

making sure that all of the students understand it
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Set a goal or outcome: Be sure the studerrts understand what the product

of the role p!ay should be, whether a plan, a schedule, a group opinión, or

some other product

Use role cards: Give each student a card that describes the person or role

to be played. FOT lower-level students, the cards can include words or

expressions that that person might use.

Braínstorm: Before you start the role play, have students brainstonm as a

class to predict what vocabulary, grammar, and idiomatic expressions

they might use.

Keep groups smaíl: Less-confídent students will feel more able to

particípate rf they do not have to compete wrth many voíces.

Give students time to prepare: Let them work individually to outline their

ideas and the language Ihey will need to express them.

Be present as a resource, not a monitor Stay ín communicative mode to

answer students' questions. Do not correct theír pronunciation or

grammar unless they specifically ask you about it.

Atlow students to work at their own levéis: Each student has individual

language skills, an individual approach to working in groups, and a

specific role to play in the activity Do not expect all students to contríbute

equally to the discussion, or to use every grammar point you have taught.

Do tópica) folk>w-up: Have students report to the dass on the outcome of

their role plays
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• Do Irnguistic follow-up; After the role play is over, grve feedback on

grammar or pronunciation problems you have heard. Thís can watt until

another class period when you plan to review pronunciation or grammar

anyway.

3.2.2.2 Discussions

Discussions, like role plays, succeed when the instructor prepares students

first, and trien gets out of the way. To succeed wrth discussions:

• Prepare the students: Grve them input (both toptcal information and

language forms) so that they will have something to say and the language

with which to say it.

• Offer chotees: Let students suggest the topíc fbr discussion or choose

from severa! options. Discussion does not always have to be about

serious issues. Students are líkely to be more motivated to particípate if

the topic is televisión programs, plans fbr a vacation, or news about

mutual fnends Weíghty toptcs like how to combat poilution are not as

engaging and place heavy demands on students' linguistic competence.

• Set a goal or outcome. Thís can be a group product, such as a tetter to

the editor, or individual reports on the views of others in the group.

• Use small groups instead of whote-class discussion: Large groups can

make participaron difficutt
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• Keep it short Give students a defined period of time, not more man 8-10

minutes, for díscussion. Allow them to stop sooner if they run out of things

to say.

• Allow students to particípate rn their own way: Not every student will feel

comfortable talking about every topíc Do not expect all of them to

contribute equaliy to the conversaron.

• Do topical fbllow-up: Have students report to the dass on the resulte of

their discussion.

• Do linguistic follow-up: After ihe discussion is over, give feedback on

grammar or pronuncíation problems you have heard This can wait until

another class penod when you plan to review pronunciatíon or grammar

anyway.

Through well-prepared communicative output activities such as role plays

and discussions, you can encourage students to experiment and innóvate

with the tanguage, and créate a supportive atmosphere that allows them to

make mistakes without fear of embarrassment This will contribute to their

self-confidence as speakers and to their motivation to team more.
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CHAPTER 4

4. COMMUNICATIVE LESSON PLAN SAMPLES

4.1 LESSON PLAN 1

4.1.1 Getting Ready to Teach the Lesson

A. General topic of lesson

Reporting personal mformation

8. Goals

• General unit goal: Students will understand and produce spoken and

wntten language from the context of daity lite

• Goal of this lesson: Students will be abte to fill out a personal

Information form and report the same ínformatíon in paragraph form

C. Student teaming ouícomes for this lesson

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

• Use personal information vocabulary

• Sean for personal infomiation

• Form sentences about personal data

• Put the sentences together to form a cohesive paragraph about

themselves
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D. Vocabulary and other key ianguage to be taught in this lesson

Vocabulary relatad to personal information (e.g , form, age, gender/sex,

height, natíonafíty, and marital status); typical pattems for reporting

personal information in sentence form.

E. Materials

Whiteboard markers, driver's license, handouts on

superheroes/celebrities, personal information forms, pictures of

characters (not included here), worksheet for converting data to

sentences

4.2 Teaching the Lesson

Activity 1:

Warm-up (10 minutes)

• T holds up hís/her driver's license and asks the class what rt js, whether

they have one, etc.

• T asks class to list information that is on a driver's tícense (for example,

date of birth, height, hair color, eye color). Each student who answers is

asked to wríte the category or an example on the board.

• T tries to elicit anything major that class has missed and provides

exptanation if necessary.

• T asks which students/how many have vanous characteristics.
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• T horas up a personal information form, introducing the word form, noting

that while many people do not like forms, they will be doing a FUN activity

with them.

Activfty 2:

Information gap whh celebnty statístícs (25 minutes)

• T tells Ss that they will read a paragraph about a famous person and fill

out a personal Information form for that person. T passes out a handout

about a different superhero/celebrity to each group (Appendix A).

• T asks groups to read through the information together.

• T passes out Wank personal information worksheets (Appendix B).

. T asks each group to work together to fill out the forms for each

superhero/celebrity.

• Ss work together as T circuíales around the room lo monitor progress and

field questions

• While Ss are finishing up, T distributes pictures of characters to groups

(not the same character of whom/which the group has a description).

• When all the groups have completed their forms, T asks for a volunteer

from each group to read through the information, noting any information

they could not find.
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• When each student finishes reading, T asks which group has the ptcture

of the superhero / celebnty that has been described; in this way, the

superheroes' /celebnties' identities are revealed

• T asks questions of the class, such as - Who Is the youngest? Who has

black hair? etc.

Activitv 3:

Conven personal data to sentences (15 minutes)

• T tells Ss that they will practice writing complete sentences to convey

their personal infonmation to a prospective employer T passes out

worksheets for converting personal information data to sentences

(Appendix C).

• T asks Ss each to write five sentences (a paragraph) using their own

information to introduce themselves to an employer and directs their

attention to the example at the bottom of the worksheet.

• While Ss are working on this task, T writes fíve sentences to a

prospective employer on the board as a model, using his/her own

information.

• T asks for volunteers to read their sentences.

. Homework assígnment: Write a paragraph about a celebnty (5 minutes)

• Ss will find information from newspapers, magazines, televisión, or the

Internet, about a celebnty from the US or from their country.
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• Ss will wrfte a paragraph in English to make people interested in thefr

cetebrity, using that celebrity's personal information, índuding jobAvhat

he/she is famous for.

4.3 LESSON PLAN 2

4.3.1 Getting ready to teach the lesson

A. General toptc of lesson

Composing an email invitation

B. Goals

• General unit goal: Students will understand and produce spoken and

wrítten language from the context of daily trfe

• Goal of this lesson: Students will créate an email account and compose

an email invitation

C. Stutíent teamíng outcomes for this lesson

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to

• Understand and use English email terminology

• Use emait and fill in the appropnate fields

• Wríte a personal invitation that includes the answers to question (wh-)

words
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D. Vocabulary and other key language to be taaght m this lesson

Vocabulary related to email (e.g., account, email address, subject, and

reply), wh-words

E. Materials:

Overhead projector, computers connected to the Internet, handout on wh-

words, sampie (authentic) invitation carel.

F. Other preparation:

• The ciass should meet in the computer lab.

4.4 Teaching the Lesson

Activfty 1:

Warm-up (5 minutes)

• T says that many people use email every day - it is becoming so popular

that personal information forms, such as those for job applications,

membership registration, and even medical records, often ask for an

email address.

• T asks if anyone already has an email account and, if so, how often

he/she uses ít; most likely, not all of the Ss will have an email account—if

thís is the case, the T explains that everyone will créate a new one
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• T explains that the goal of today's class will be, after they have cneated a

new email account, to use some of the personal ínformation from the last

class and to wríte an email invitatíon to someone in the class.

Activrty 2:

Créate an email account (20 minutes)

• Using the overhead projector, T guides Ss through the steps of creating a

Hotwire email account. (Hotwire is a good cholee for this purpose

be cause setting up a Hotwire account is free, fast, and easy; another

popular option is Yahoo!)

• T goes around checking to see whether Ss are on the right track and

making progress filling out their personal information.

• When everyone has successfully created an account, T congratúlales

them and asks them to write down their new email address and those of

the people on their right.

Activitv 3:

Introduce the use of wh-wortís in invitatíons (10 minutes)

• T explains that everyone will be wnting an invrtation to the student on

his/her right. T asks if anyone knows what an invitation is; if no one

knows, or if anyone is unsure, T demonstrates with an authentic example

invitation card.
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• T elicits from the class what ínformatíon they think shoukí be contained in

an invttation. T wrítes their ideas on the board, then passes out a handout

on wh-words (Appendix D). T explains that wh-words can help people

remember what to out on an ínvitatíon. T goes through wfr-words and

examples of each type of Information and asks if anyone has any

questions.

Activitv 4:

Wríte an email ínvitatíon (2O minutes)

• T that everyone will wñte an email to the person on his/her right.

• The subject of the email wíll be an ínvitatíon to see a movie or to do

something else they líke to do (e.g., go out to dinner or watch a sporting

event); T explains that these are not real invitations.

• T reminds the class to use the wh- words, remembenng to include who

they are, what they want to do (which movie?), when they want to do it,

and where.

• If Ss have trouble getting started, T suggests that a good way to start an

invitation is Hí, [recipienfs ñame]. Ifs [sender's ñame]. Woutd you like to .

.. ? and poínts them to the sample invitation on the wfc-word handout.

• Ss compose emails to their neighbors while T circuíales around the room,

checking Ss' progress and fieldíng any questions.
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• Once all Ss have finished, T suggests that they reply to the invrtatíons

with yes or no. If they choose to refuse the invitation, they will need to

provide a reason (i.e., a why).

Homework assígnment Email the teacher (5 min)

• Ss will email the T with an interesting fact, story, or piece of information

about themselves; the email should be at least four sentences.

• T will reply before the next class.
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CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS:

- The leaming process becomes more meaningful íf class activities are

meaningful to students.

- Successful speaking production comes from planned input activities.

- Speaking development can be achieved tf students speak more in class.

- Students leam to speak faster if they make their personal experiences

part of their leaming process.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

- Teachers need to provide students with practical exercises. As a result,

students should feel challenged when performing a task.

- When planning lessons, teachers need to select the most useful and

meaningful activities with the correct input so that students feel

comfortable and confident when carrying out a task.

It is time for teachers to speak (ess in class. When applying

communicative activrties, it is the students who need to speak more.

Moreover, teachers become only monitors of their students' work.

- If class activities are appealrng to students, they wortt willingly and try to

do their best; therefore, teachers need to look for activities conceming

real life situations.
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APPENDIX A

1. Whoaml?

I have green skin, eyes, and hair. I am seven feet tall and weigh 1,040

pounds. My real ñame is Robert Bruce Banner. I am currentiy unemployed,

but I used to work as a nuclear physicist (scientist). I was bom on April 13,

1962 at Marvel Comics. If you want to contad me, you can cali me on my cell

at (555) FOR-HULK, or write to me, c/o Marvel Comics, at 417 5th Ave., New

York, NY10016.

2. Whoaml?

1 am a famous Hollywood actress originally from Coatzacoalcos, México. I

am 39 years oíd; I wili be 40 on September 2.1 was in the film Frida about an

artist named Frida Kahlo. I have dark brown hair and eyes and am 5 feet and

2 inches tall. I weigh 115 pounds. My home telephone number is (555) YOU-

WISH. You can cali me anytime. Or, if you want to write me a letter, here's

my address;

151 El Camino Dr.

Beverly Hills, CA90212

3. Whoaml?

I am a very popular comic book character. My real ñame is Peter Parker, and

(when l'm not fighting crime), I work as a teacher in New York City. I was

born on August 10, 1962. I am 5'10 and weigh 165 Ibs. I have hazel eyes and
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brown hair. My closest relativa is my aunt, May Parker. My costume is blue

and red. If you want to cali me, my work number is (555) 4SPI-DER. If you

want to write to me, here's my address at Marvel Comics:

4175thAve.

New York, NY 10016

4. Whoaml?

I can fly. My parents tell me I am 29 years oíd. My height is 6 feet, 3 inches

and my weight is 225 pounds. My real ñame is Kal-EI, but people on Earth

cali me Clark Kent. I work as a repórter for The Daily Planet. I live at 344

Clinton St., Apt. 3-D, in Metrópolis. My hair is black, and my eyes are blue.

My costume is blue, red, and yellow. My Social Security number is 123-45-

6789. My adoptive parents are Martha and Jonathan Kent. Their Cell Phone

number is (555) Mom-NDad.

5. Whoaml?

I am a famous basketball player. I play for an American team, the Houston

Rockets, but I am from China. I am seven feet and five inches tal! (2, 26 m),

and I weigh 296 pounds (134, 3 kg) more than Snaq! My parents, the Yaos,

are very tal!, too; my father is 6'7" and my mother, who used to play for

China's national basketball team, is 6'3". I have black hair and brown eyes. E

have been playing in the NBA for a few years but I am only 25 years oíd. My

birthday is September 12. You can emait me at fanear@rocketball.com, or

write to me at:

Houston Rockets
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1510PolkSt.

Houston, TX 77002

APPENDIX B

PERSONAL INFORMATION FORM

• Ñame:

L a s t F i r s t MÍ Suffix(Jr, ll.etc)

• Address:

Email

Street City State Zip

Home( ) Work( ) Cell(

SSN - - DOB __/__/_ Age
Gender

### ff# #### mm/dd/yy M/F

Height Weight Eye color Haircolor_

Employer

Emergency contad (friend or relative)

Ñame

Address

(Line 1)

(Line 2)

Phone
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APPENDIX C
Make Sentences with Your Personal Information

INFORMATION

Ñame

Gender (male or témale)

• Age

Country of origm

Job/occupation

Height

Weight

Hair color

Eye color

Marital status (single, married, divorced, or

widowed)

Address example: 123 Main St. Durtiam,

NC 27707

Telephone number/ematl address

SENTENCE

Mv ñame is

I am

I am (a)

I am (vears oíd)

• I am from

i was born in

I work as a/an

I am a/an

I am feet (and) inches tall.

I weigh pounds.

I am pounds.

Mv hair (color) is

f have hair.

Mv eves are

I have eves

I am

I uve in a house/apartment in Durham,

North Carolina at 123 Main Street. My

zip code is 27707.

My tdephone number/email address is

You can contad me at

Tafole3
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Example: Hí! My ñame is Mana Nunez. I am a 38-year-old, single témale

from Nicaragua. I work as a bus dríver in Raleigh, North Carolina, but I live in

an apartment in Durham. I am 5 feet, 3 inches tall. I have black hair, and my

eyes are dark brown.
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APPENDIX D

Wh- Words: Al) the Information You Need

Person

Who? student, teacher, José, Maria, baby, Tom Cnjise

Actívity

What? movie, election, birthday party. basketball game

Day/Time

When? Sunday, 8:00 in the morning, tonight, 10:35 p.m.

Place

Where? home, scnool, movie theater, bank, gas station

Emait address:

Partner*s email address:

Sample invftation: Hi, Miguel! Would you líke to go to dinner with me at

Torero's on Friday at 6:30? The food is very tasty. What do you think? Please

email me back.

Carlos

BIBLIOTEC


